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1

1
“Over There”1

January 22 to February 10, 1918

Following a safe and U-boat free voyage across the Atlantic, J. Gresham Machen 
would enter France. While waiting for his YMCA assignment in Paris, the 
Princeton scholar will seek to immerse himself in the French language through 
conversation, reading literature, and enjoying the theater. He will find the widow 
of a local Protestant pastor who will converse with him in French as they enjoy 
the meals she prepares. Dr. Machen expresses his frustration with his fellow 
Americans over their failure to try and learn to speak at least some French.

[This letter was written on letterhead that reads, “Cie Gle Transatlan-
tique, A Bord.”]

le 22 Janvier 1918 (Tuesday)

My dearest Mother:

Although we are not expected to get to port until about 
Friday, it is time for me at least to begin my letter home. 
Preparation for one or two Y.M.C.A. exercises in which I have 
taken part on board, though it has not taken much actual time, 
has served to occupy my thoughts and prevent me from doing 
anything else with a perfectly clear conscience.

1.  “Over There,” is a war song published by George M. Cohan in 1917. The relevant por-
tion of the lyrics is, “Over there, over there, Send the word, send the word over there—That 
the Yanks are coming, The Yanks are coming, The drums rum-tumming Ev’rywhere . . .” etc.
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“OVER THERE”2

I went aboard the ship on Tuesday afternoon, January 15, at 
about four o’clock. After passing the last barrier near the gang 
plank I was at once cut off from my native land, for the regulations 
prevent passengers who have once entered the ship from going 
ashore again. Since I was wearing my overseas uniform, which is 
not supposed to be worn in America, I was unwilling to be seen 
about town, there was therefore no use in remaining off the boat. 
It is true, I forgot a small detail of my equipment, and in order to 
supply the lack went up to Y.M.C.A. headquarters on that Tuesday 
afternoon when I found the boat was not to sail at once. But I 
made the trip both ways in a taxi. On the return trip to the boat, 
I stopped at a little stationer’s store and sent you a farewell word, 
& also tried, before I went aboard, to get Jessie on the phone, but 
failed. With Cousin Saida I was more successful.

The only time I have felt cold since coming was in New 
York harbor before we left the dock. Leaving the porthole open 
right above my berth, I found the air a little chilly. This fact is 
noteworthy not at all because it involved any serious discomfort, 
but only because it serves to bring out better by way of contrast the 
surprising fact that during the rest of the trip we have been as warm 
as toast.

Rather to my surprise, the ship set sail almost exactly at 
seven o’clock on Wednesday morning, in accordance with the 
announcement posted the day before. We slipped down the familiar 
harbor in quite the usual way, and had pleasant smooth weather 
when we reached the open sea. Steamer chairs and rugs were 
secured in quite the usual tourist way, and everything ran on just 
about as we are all so well accustomed to it until nightfall. Then 
the first striking evidence of war-time appeared in the careful way 
in which every possible chink is closed to avoid allowing any light 
to be seen from outside. The main stairway is darkened, so that 
there is no appearance of light outside when passengers go out 
on deck; the lights in the salon and smoking room are so reduced 
that the skylights cease to be a cause of danger; and passengers 
are strictly forbidden to smoke or use flashlights on the deck. 
How you would revel in these regulations! They could give you a 
magnificent opportunity of observing the stars. Only, no stars have 
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3 LE 22 JANVIER 1918 (TUESDAY)

been visible on this particular voyage. The first night or two were 
black as Egypt2 on deck, so that really it was difficult, after one 
had ventured out, to find the door again. There was one evening 
when the sky was clear, but on that evening things would have been 
spoiled for you by a bright moon.

On Saturday the sea began to rise, and during a considerable 
part of Sunday, passengers (or at least for some hours) were 
altogether prevented from going out on deck. Since the windows 
were not only closed with glass, but also battened down by metal 
covers, it was rather a gloomy morning. I did not know, however, 
that the sea was any higher than I have seen it once or twice on my 
summer voyages. Something was wrong in a minor way with the 
machinery of the ship—one report was that the steering-gear was 
out of order—and so for some ten or twelve hours she was kept with 
her bow headed back toward New York, not under way but simply 
kept facing the wind by the use of the port engine. During Sunday 
afternoon, however, we turned around and got under way again, 
with a sea and wind from the northwest that gave her a good roll. 
The sight from the upper deck forward at night was particularly 
grand. At times the big waves seemed to stand out above the highest 
deck, and from a point where a good part of the ship could be seen 
the whole thing seemed just like a chip in comparison with the 
waves. The gloom added to the impressiveness of the scene. Only 
the port and starboard lights and one light at the foremast are kept 
showing. Really I have seldom been as much impressed with a sight 
at sea—in fact perhaps never. Since it was a following wind, we 
shipped comparatively little water, and it was possible to be out and 
enjoy the sight.

Sleeping in the latter part of the night from Saturday 
to Sunday was a weak effort, especially after a metal pitcher 
(fortunately very light) surprised me by falling from the washstand 
on the top of my head. Movable things generally have displayed a 
tendency to slide—both in the rooms and in the dining room. But 
“they don’t call this cold in Quebec.” In other words it is considered 
by no means a particularly rough winter passage—even for January, 

2. Machen is referring to the plague of darkness that God brought upon Egypt to encour-
age Pharaoh to release the Hebrews from bondage (Exodus 10:21-29).
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“OVER THERE”4

which is one of the best winter months. The surprising thing to me 
has been the warmth. Ever since we got well away from the coast 
the temperature has been delightful. Yesterday, for example, an 
overcoat was not really needed on deck, and today is similar. I have 
never been so comfortable, so far as temperature is concerned, on a 
summer voyage. People lie out in their steamer chairs just as they do 
in summer. I keep out of mine pretty much all the time—also just 
as in summer. Of course I have been in somewhat warmer clothes 
than I want to wear on summer voyages, but, even absolutely, I 
believe many of the days have been warmer than very many summer 
days that I have experienced on the sea.

Sunday was pretty rough, but yesterday gave us a gradually 
diminishing sea. Last night, however, a strong wind and sea sprang 
up from a new direction—south—and the boat is continuing a 
healthy roll. As yet I have made no contribution to the fishes, and 
have not come even as near it as I sometimes do.3 Since I have had 
a good deal to do in connection with the Y.M.C.A., I have not been 
on deck so much & have had my mind occupied. I believe these 
circumstances, though they might seem rather trying, have been 
good for me. That “mental condition” idea of seasickness is not 
correct, but there is just a modicum of truth in it.4

About forty Y.M.C.A. secretaries are on board. One of them 
was appointed head of the party, and there has been a regular 
schedule of classes and other activities. The head of the party 
happens to be a physical director, and in accordance with the 
natural bent of his talents has appointed “getting up exercises” on 
the promenade deck at half past six in the morning. I have attended 
these exercises twice. It is something of a struggle to get out at that 
hour of the morning.

At nine o’clock in the morning we have had a course of study 
on the history and principles of the Y.M.C.A., and at half-past ten 
a course, conducted by the leader of the party, on methods of the 
Y.M.C.A. army work. In the afternoon there are various French 
classes. The advanced class, which is attended by your erudite 

3. He is alluding to seasickness and the “contribution to the fishes” would be vomiting 
over the ship’s rail.

4. Presumably, if one thinks one is going to get sick, then one does.
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5 LE 22 JANVIER 1918 (TUESDAY)

son, meets at half-past two. It is conducted by a Mr. Upson, who 
is engaged in Red Cross work. His French is very distinctly of the 
American variety, so far as intonation is concerned; but his method 
is really very good. He tells us a little anecdote in French; then asks 
us questions about it (of course questions & answers are in French); 
then asks some member of the class to tell the anecdote over. Also 
M. l’Abbé—a very delightful and angelic Catholic, who looks exactly 
like that good, good man in Les Misérables—comes in and gives 
us little talks. When I tell you that I am by no means one of the 
worst members of the class—though also some distance from the 
top—you will understand that the standard is not extraordinarily 
high. Among the Y.M.C.A. men my erudition, so far as French is 
concerned, is considered extraordinary! Only a very few of the men 
of the party have any considerable knowledge of French. Linguistic 
opportunities aboard the ship are exceedingly limited, since the 
vast majority of the passengers are Americans. I have talked with 
stewards now and then, and had one very pleasant conversation 
with the Abbé. But I feel rather discouraged. I believe I could get 
there if I had a chance, but I am afraid there will be no chance 
this time in France, if I am working with the American forces, as I 
suppose I shall be.

On Sunday morning I made a very brief talk at the morning 
service in the saloon or reading-room. I was not feeling any too 
certain of my ability to get through with this duty—in view of the 
condition of the sea. The first hymn was “How Firm a Foundation.” 
We needed that hymn. Apparently I got through fairly well, since 
what I said seemed to be pretty well received by the Y.M.C.A. men. 
Yesterday morning I gave a little informal lecture to some of the 
Y.M.C.A. party on “Christianity and the World Crisis.” In it I took 
occasion to trace briefly the course of New Testament criticism, & 
say what I think the big question is. My preparation was exceedingly 
imperfect, since the rough weather had not been stimulating to the 
operation of my mind. But on the whole I think I got along better 
than might have been expected. Some of the men seemed to be 
interested. At any rate I am glad of the opportunity.

One of the members of the Y.M.C.A. party is Judge Pollard, 
former Attorney General of Virginia, who knows Lewis very well. 
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“OVER THERE”6

Another is a young Episcopal clergyman by the name of Lee, who 
is, if I got the thing straight, a grand-nephew of General R. E. Lee & 
a descendant of “Light Horse Harry.” He knows Cousin Kensey, and 
seems to be a very pleasant fellow. Aunt Bessie may be interested. 
My two room-mates are both Y.M.C.A. men. We have an outside 
stateroom, on the bottom deck. The “outside” feature is not a very 
great deal of use, since during the night and all during the roughest 
weather even in the daytime a metal covering is kept over the port-
hole. I have the sofa berth immediately under the port-hole. It is 
not a bad arrangement. The room has the great advantage of being 
almost immediately amidships.5 That was greatly appreciated on 
Saturday and Sunday nights, and if the present weather continues it 
is going to be greatly appreciated again to-night.

The distance traversed by the ship is posted daily, but not the 
noon position.6 At noon to-day we had about 1,150 miles more 
to run. We ought to be in port about Friday. Of course the most 
exciting times are ahead of us, when we run through the war zone, 
but the ship has made many runs through without having any 
trouble at all. A formidable looking gun is mounted on the forward 
deck & there is another one aft. Some days ago we had a boat drill. 
All the passengers put on life preservers & took their stand on 
the deck next to the life boats to which they have severally been 
assigned. Before going aboard in New York I hired a safety suit 
which is a big rubber affair, weighted at the feet, which is supposed 
to keep you dry and warm in the water, and enable you to support 
five other persons. It is certainly very ingenious. Lots of passengers 
have such suits.

Wednesday, Jan. 23, 1918

Little remains to be added to-day. The run of the ship up to 
noon was 363 miles, being about the average.7 We are 790 miles 

5. The closer one is to the center of the ship, the less one feels the roll (side to side motion) 
and pitch (bow to stern motion) of the vessel due to one’s proximity to the center of gravity. 
For someone susceptible to nausea, this would be especially beneficial.

6. That is, the latitude and longitude are not posted at noon, but at that time the distance 
traveled during the previous twenty-four hours is given.

7. The speed would have been just over 15 nautical miles per hour, or about 17.5 knots.
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7  WEDNESDAY, JAN. 23, 1918

from the mouth of the river to which we are going.8 The ship, it will 
be observed, is not fast; but it is said to be the fastest of the French 
Line ships now in ordinary trans-Atlantic service. The tonnage is 
about 14,500. I understand the ship used to ply between France 
and Mexico. Certainly she has given us a very comfortable passage. 
The air down in our stateroom is somewhat inclined to be stuffy, 
since the porthole has had to be kept closed the whole time, but in 
general we have gotten on very well indeed. I can hardly get over my 
surprise at the continuous warmth of the air at this time of the year. 
To-day is rainy, with a considerable south wind and sea, but it is not 
at all cold.

Yesterday at the French class we had really a most interesting 
talk, made by an Italian “count,” who has spent much of his life in 
France, seems to be a thorough Frenchman. He gave us anecdotes 
of his journeys in various countries of Europe, his glimpses of 
famous people, etc., all in a most entertaining way.

When we land the plan is to go at once to Paris, where we 
are to be assigned our duties. I dread this part of the business, 
especially since if I am asked what I want to do I do not know 
exactly what to say. My knowledge of the conditions of the 
European work is too slight. It would be more restful to be under 
definite military orders, where there would be no use wishing or 
planning. I have begun to wonder whether my knowledge of French 
may not be put to some use, since there seems to be so few who have 
gotten even as far as I. The very large group of Y.M.C.A. secretaries 
who went over in the boat just before ours will no doubt many of 
them still be waiting to be assigned. This will add to the confusion 
& make the work of assignment, I should think, very hasty & hap-
dash. But the result may be better than I anticipate. At any rate, I 
am most fortunate to get a chance at the work.

Of course you have been in my thoughts and my prayers have 
been with you & and with Arly & Helen & Tom & Nena & Uncle 
and all those at home. Geographical separation seems to bring 

8. It is noted in the letter margin that the river was “The Gironde,” which is an estuary 
on the W. coast of France formed by the confluence of Garonne and Dordogne rivers near 
Bordeaux. The river extends about forty-five miles into France.
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“OVER THERE”8

us all the closer together.9 I hope to be able to add to my letter 
to-morrow, and so will not close as yet.

January 25, (Friday)

At noon today we were just fifty miles from the mouth of the 
Gironde and may expect to land at Bordeaux very early to-morrow 
morning. Little remains to be told about the closing days of the 
voyage. We have had a number of most interesting lectures in the 
French class by a French naval officer who, I understand, was a 
member of some mission in the United States. At one lecture he 
read a good deal of French poetry—a most discouraging feature to 
me, since I get very little of the poetry. The weather has been rough 
part of the time, but to-day we have a smooth sea. The chill of the 
land climate is making itself felt in comparison with the warm days 
that we have had in the ocean, but even yet it is not at all cold.

The war zone is being crossed altogether without excitement. 
Five men are now constantly on watch by the gun forward, and I 
believe the ship’s lights are not lighted at night, but there seems to 
be no real expectation of seeing a submarine. Nobody on board, so 
far as I can see, has lost the slightest sleep about the matter. Certainly 
I have slept very well. Some passengers, I believe, slept on deck, but 
that was not advised by the ship’s authorities or considered necessary. 
I did sleep in some of my clothes last night, but made myself 
thoroughly comfortable. There was a big benefit auction sale in the 
reading room last night. A glass of beer brought $100 etc. etc.10 It is 
now nearly one o’clock, and since we were only fifty miles from the 
mouth of the river at noon, it will be seen that the voyage is nearly 
over. The customs police authorities are to come aboard at the mouth 
of the river. A minor discomfort of travel just now is the difficulty, 
amounting almost to impossibility, of securing French change. Brown 
Brothers in New York could give me some, and diligent pestering of 
the purser, buying of useless bottles of ginger ale, buying of stamps 

9. Absence makes the heart grow fonder?
10. Yes, it is $100 and not 1.00.
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9JANUARY 29, 1918

etc. has only brought me a few francs in silver.11 I have plenty of five-
franc notes, but they are too big to give a porter. We hope to get the 
Saturday morning train to Paris. It is pretty nearly time to mail the 
letters; so I say good bye for the present and send lots of care to all.

Your loving son,
Gresham

F

[The following letters were written on the letterhead of the “Hotel Beaulieu, 8, 
Rue Balzac, Champs-Élysées—Paris, Despouys, Propre”.]

January 29, 1918

My dearest Mother:

It seems a long time since I wrote to you from the steamer, and 
I am afraid it will seem longer still before the present letter arrives. 
Mail, I am informed, especially on account of the censorship, is 
necessarily very irregular. It is really hardly worthwhile for me to 
begin expecting anything from home just yet, but I shall inquire 
this afternoon when I go to the Y.M.C.A. office. Needless to say I 
am eager to hear from you and all of those at home.

After passing through the submarine zone without the 
slightest interest on the part of anybody, so far as I could see, 
we arrived at the mouth of the river on Friday afternoon.12 The 
passage of the bar, which on account of thick weather conditions 
was out of sight of land, was rather curious. On account of 
comparatively shallow water the ocean swell became remarkably 
regular and powerful. The great surges really looked to me about 

11. He is referring to what is currently, since 1931, Brown Brothers Harriman & Co., which is  
a commercial banking and investment company. Brown Brothers opened its first office in New York 
City in 1825. In Machen’s time, the business was known as Brown Brothers Bank (from: www.bbh 
.com). It would seem that Machen did not like ginger ale and only wanted the change.

12. A note in the margin designates the river as “The Gironde,” per his comment in the 
January 22 letter.
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“OVER THERE”10

an eighth of a mile long and yet quite steep at the crest. When 
they caught the vessel sideways they made her roll fully and deeply 
(though not as quickly) as in the stormiest weather that we had 
had in mid-ocean. The weather was fair and beautiful, the fog-
banks only adding to the beauty of the scene. After the police and 
customs and railroad officials came aboard we had the hardest 
night of work that I ever spent in my life. Passports had to be 
examined, railroad tickets bought, baggage passed by customs 
officials and checked for Paris. I worked from about nine o’clock 
until 3 a.m. Then I turned in for three or four hours of sleep. 
At that time, the dock was reported to be only two hours distant 
and the ship was proceeding merrily on her way. But alas when 
we awoke in the morning we discovered that a sudden fog, which 
had disappeared as quickly as it had arrived, had caused us to 
miss the tide necessary for getting up the river. Accordingly we 
had to wait all the morning until the afternoon tide permitted 
us to proceed. But we felt repaid by the daylight ride up the river, 
which was interesting in itself, as the approach to Europe always 
is, but doubly interesting this time because it gave us our first 
vivid impression of France at war. And I cannot begin to tell you 
how vivid the impression was. We landed on the dock at dusk, 
and were taken at once in a very efficient way by a Y.M.C.A. man 
(or by Y.M.C.A. men) to a hotel where we got supper and thence 
to the station.13 At this point I may remark that all the Y.M.C.A. 
management of our party of about seventy people was a model 
of efficiency. All the efficiency in the world, however, could not 
save us from the very tiresome night trip to Paris in ordinary 
second-class compartments. The very few of the party who had 
secured berths relinquished them to the ladies. We left the port 
at 10 P.M. and got to Paris at about 8 A.M. There were five in the 
compartment where I was, and for my part I got very little sleep. 
This made the second night’s sleep even more important, but we 
all still felt a little needy the next day. Fortunately the weather was 
warm, and we hired blanket and pillow—the latter being of very 

13. A note in the margin clarifies that this dock was in “Bordeaux.”
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11JANUARY 29, 1918

little use to me since I had no room to use it—so that we had no 
taste of serious discomfort.14

On arrival at Paris Sunday morning we were taken in a 
body to the Hotel Wagram for breakfast, words of welcome, and 
instruction.15 Then the party was distributed among various hotels. 
I drew the Hotel Lord Byron, out near the Etoile,16 but not finding 
a separate room there am settled at a small hotel affiliated with the 
Lord Byron.17 The quarters are fairly good, and since this hotel is 
even smaller than the Lord Byron, which itself is not large, there is 
some opportunity to talk French in a routine way. Of course there 
are some Americans here as everywhere. The hotel is in a pleasant 
quiet neighborhood just north of the Avenue des Champs-Élysées, 
and quite near the Etoile. The métro station is not far off.18 That 
is a great advantage since the métro, when one learns to use it, is 
enormously convenient.

I did not go to church on Sunday, since getting into my room, 
about which there was a little delay, and sending my cablegram 
home took up my time. I had been much troubled about not getting 
the cablegram off from the port of arrival, but that was absolutely 
impossible, and if it had been possible I am informed that it would 
not have been any quicker. At any rate, I do trust you got either 
the Y.M.C.A. message or my own cablegram or both without 
undue delay. I had both sent to Arly since I thought receiving the 
cablegram directly might have been too exciting for you, and since 
I knew he could be trusted to give you the information at once. 
Probably you would open the message if he happened to be away.

On Sunday I met Birdie, who had come over on the boat 
preceding mine, but had not yet gotten started for the field. The 

14. That is, Machen rented a blanket and a pillow but due to space restraints, he could 
not use the pillow. However, it did not matter because he was fairly comfortable despite the 
lack of a pillow.

15. The spelling was difficult to decipher and this may not be the correct name for the 
hotel. “Wagran” may be the name.

16. The “Etoile” refers to the traffic circle and area in which the Arc de Triomphe is located.
17. There is currently a Lord Byron Hotel in Paris that is located at 5 Rue Chateaubriand, 

which puts it near the Etoile and just N of the Avenue des Champs-Élysées, as Machen notes 
later in this paragraph. It may be the same hotel that he is describing in his letter. The smaller 
hotel where Machen stayed would be the Hotel Beaulieu named in the letterhead.

18. The “métro” is the Paris subway system.
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“OVER THERE”12

meeting was exceedingly pleasant. We had lunch together on 
Sunday. I was glad to get the advantage of Birdie’s experience.

On Sunday afternoon we had the first of a series of 
conferences at the Y.M.C.A. office. Mr. Carter, the general director, 
and Mr. Davis of the French work were the two principal speakers. 
They are both of them evidently able men. The impression made 
upon me by the Y.M.C.A. leaders generally with whom we have 
come into contact is that they are doing a large work in a large way.

Wednesday, Jan. 30, 1918

(It is hard to begin a letter under present conditions, but even 
harder to finish it—here I am continuing on a new day.)

Naturally, after two sleepless nights, sleep was very much 
in order on Sunday night. On Monday, our conferences, which 
provide us with information of various kinds were continued, and 
they have lasted until to-day. One of the leaders turns out to be 
Bobby Freeman, who graduated two years after me and lived over 
me in Alexander Hall at the Seminary during the winter of 1906–
1907. He has really been just as good to me as he can be—not 
only in having me in to dinner, but also in saying that he is sure 
that sooner or later he will want me for the religious work. I was 
pleased at his cordiality, since I did not know what his opinion of 
me was. You may remember my having spoken of his career. Even 
during his Seminary courses he was in charge of a large Buffalo 
church from which he finally went to Pasadena. He has made a 
tremendous success, and is much looked to as a speaker over here 
as well as at home.

On Tuesday we had each a five-minute interview with Mr. 
Carter. I told him frankly how I felt. You may be interested 
in knowing how that was. It may be summed up under two 
contrasted heads:

(1) I have some start in French, and as far as my own personal 
preference I would greatly prefer to go into the French work. Just 
think of what an interesting experience that would be, and what a 
broadening affect it would have on all the rest of my life! But I was 
afraid it was selfish. For—
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13  WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30, 1918

(2) All my training is for Bible teaching and the like which is 
not done in the slightest among the French troops, and indeed for 
certain reasons must be carefully excluded.

I also talked to Mr. Davis, head of the French work. The 
decision was reached by the leaders independent of my will. It 
is as follows: I am assigned to the French work temporarily, with 
the possibility of a change later on. I must say I am delighted with 
the decision, though I would not have taken the responsibility of 
making it myself. In the French work I am to be connected with 
the “Foyers de Soldats.” It is a glorious chance, it seems to me, 
humble as the functions of the secretary might to some people 
seem to be. We are to provide recreation, not amusement for 
the men, and serve in a number of little ways. I am greatly in the 
mood of the thing.

Don’t take a gloomy view of my turning aside from what now 
as always I regard as my life-work. A preacher who is preaching all 
the time is oft to run dry. There are many kinds of preparation that 
I need; and the kind of thing that I am going into now, just because 
of the academic life that I have been leading, is perhaps a thing 
that I need most of all. That does not mean that it is to be looked 
upon as new preparation for something in the future! On the 
contrary, it is a most glorious opportunity to render service where 
service is most deserved. I only hope I can make good. Certainly I 
feel inadequate enough in various ways.

Of course, I could not say where I am to be stationed even if I 
knew. But as a matter of fact I do not know as yet. Two other men of 
our party were assigned to the French work. We shall probably be in 
Paris at least five days more.

You will notice that my letter has been of a personal kind with 
out effort at describing the looks of things over here. The latter 
kind of letter of course cannot be expected in war time except 
within certain restrictions. Probably, however, it will not offend 
the censor to say that Paris in general seems perhaps a little more 
nearly normal than I had expected. At night war-time appears in 
the dark streets. It is really at times almost difficult to find your 
way around, if the names of the streets at the corners are not 
near lamps. There is illumination of the streets, but it is kept very 
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dim. Of course soldiers are every where, but there is perhaps a 
larger proportion of civilians than I had expected to be. Yesterday 
morning we experienced the Paris fog. I wonder if a London fog 
is any thicker. Certainly this was much the thickest fog that I ever 
saw; you could often not see across the street. The effect was weird. 
But the weather (even yesterday after the sun got its power) has 
been uniformly warm and clear—day after day of almost spring-like 
weather.

My letter is very inadequate for various reasons. I do not know 
whether I am right in being so sympathetic to what takes one away 
from work with our American boys & from the kind of work that 
I have already been doing. But the decision was not mine. I am to 
obey orders. And I do so gladly. If I am in the wrong place I have 
faith enough to believe that I may be put in the right one hereafter. 
I have not been able to let you understand all the ramifications of 
the situation.

Love and then more love,
Your affectionate son,
J. Gresham Machen

F

Tuesday, Feb. 5, 1918

My dearest Mother:

My last letter, if I remember correctly, was written last 
Wednesday. Since that time I have been very busy getting nothing 
done. A lot of engagements during the former part of the time 
left little bits of mornings and afternoons which were just enough 
to begin things but not enough to finish. Having determined 
that I had to have another uniform, one of those that I secured 
in America being very unsatisfactory and in particular quite 
impossible for Paris use, I have spent a good deal of my time with 
a tailor having the new uniform made and the old ones repaired 
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and altered. It would be stupid for one to attempt to say how many 
other little things I have had to do, and in particular how many 
remain to be done. However, it is not these trifles that have delayed 
my getting out of Paris. That is due to a delay about the necessary 
military pass. Such delay does not at all indicate a hitch anywhere, 
but is quite a frequent occurrence. In all probability I shall be 
detained for days or so still. Of course I feel exceedingly useless and 
ridiculous loafing around here after my companions on the voyage 
are nearly all engaged in the work for which they came. But if it 
were not for this feeling I should really be having a most delightful 
time. That is what gives me a twinge of conscious. The idea of 
having a delightful time in the midst of the misery of this war when 
whatever work I may be able to do has not even been undertaken, 
much less accomplished! However, the thing is not to be helped, for 
the idleness is enforced.

And it is not all idleness after all, for to say nothing of the 
constant labors about my equipment, I have now seriously gotten 
into the job of learning French. As soon as I could snatch enough 
time away from shopping, I looked up a French widow lady, 
Madame Lalot, who lives on the Rue Vaugirard, not far from the 
Luxembourg, and desires to take American boarders.19 The two 
other Americans who are to go into the French work with me 
visited Mme. Lalot, but decided that the time was too short and 
her room too unsatisfactory for them to move into her home. 
The negative decision at once awakened my interest. I could not 
imagine anything more deadly than living in close intimacy with 
two Americans who speak little or no French, and seem to have 
very little gumption about learning. The chance to learn French 
under such conditions! But when they decided not to go to Mme. 
Lalot, I at once made an opposite decision. I had a very pleasant 
conversation with the lady on Saturday afternoon and arranged 
to take lunch and dinner with her every day beginning with 
Sunday. Because of washing that I had sent out, bundles that were 
to come from stores, a tailor in the vicinity etc.—a lot of things 
that centered around my old room at this hotel—I decided not 

19. The “Rue de Vaugirard” currently runs from the Palais du Luxembourg, S.W., to the 
Palais des Sports.
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to move my numberless pieces of baggage. So I am sleeping here 
and getting my breakfast near here, but taking lunch and dinner 
at Mme. Lalot’s apartment. Since up to now I have been the only 
boarder, the arrangement has been a magnificent success. It really 
makes me feel like an utter fool to realize that all these years a fairly 
satisfactory working knowledge of French was all this time a thing 
that could have been grasped at any moment. After two days in a 
real French environment, I feel altogether different with regard 
to the language. Conversation with Mme. Lalot seems to proceed 
perfectly well, and I am having the time of my life. Of course you 
must not exaggerate the degree of my progress; I don’t mean to 
say that I have yet by any means attained the degree of proficiency 
procured by the rest of the family. But my progress has astounded 
me. I really believe too—such is the enthusiasm of my first steps—
that if I had a chance I could speak French with a less hopelessly 
Broadway intonation than that which is exhibited by most of the 
Americans over here.

Mme. Lalot is a dear old lady, I should say well over seventy. 
She is the widow of a Protestant pastor, and engages with great 
enthusiasm in ministering to the poor and to wounded soldiers. 
She is living all alone just now with an amorous pussy-cat and 
one servant. I keep her company, and ostensibly take one French 
lesson a day. But the “lesson” is just salve for my conscience for 
getting a free lesson the best part of the day. I joined Mme. Lalot 
at the Oratorre on Sunday morning. M. Alfred Monod preached 
a long sermon on “give us this day our daily bread,” à propos of 
the loyal use of the bread-ticket system. I was disappointed. It was 
all perfectly good in its way. But it was not at all the bread of life. 
After Church, Mme. Lalot and I had lunch together and then 
went out to visit a poor family. With the necessary peregrinations, 
métro and electric car rides, etc. this took all the afternoon. 
Then dinner and on to bed. On Monday I spent the morning 
at the tailor’s, then took lunch with Mme. Lalot, had a French 
“lesson,” went to the tailor’s again to have an overcoat shortened 
that meanwhile I had burned along the bottom on the stove, then 
went way back to Mme. Lalot’s to dinner, and then took her to 
the Theâtre Français, where we saw the “Tartuffe” of Molière. I 
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had a bump so far as my linguistic aspirations are concerned. 
I cannot understand French poetry, even when I have read it 
beforehand. After the theatre I took Mme. Lalot home & then 
made the long journey back to my own domicile. Since the métro 
stops running at 11.30 P.M., and electric cars at that hour or 
before, and since taxis are rare birds at that time of night, I had 
to hoof it. Fortunately I had taken the same walk in the day time. 
Otherwise I might well have lost my way in the dark streets. A 
walk of three quarters of an hour like that is quite impressive in 
its gloom and lonesomeness. To-night I am going to take Mme. 
Lalot to the Odéon to see Victor Hugo’s “Marion de Lorme,” but 
since the Odéon is near her apartment, I shall no doubt be able 
to catch the métro.

After such pleasant and profitable experiences as I have 
had with Mme. Lalot you can imagine my disgust when a rather-
commonplace American fella appeared on the scene to-day. He 
knows scarcely any French at all, and converses with Mme. Lalot 
in English. He expects to become a regular boarder to-morrow & 
to take a room. Well, I knew the bully time I have been having was 
too good to last. I feel as though I were let down with a bang. Most 
of these fellows seem to have absolutely no gumption about them, 
no shame about using English. I do hope that whatever place I get 
in the French work I get a place where there is no other American. 
There is absolutely no way to learn French & be really useful in a 
French environment except to eschew English for twenty-four hours 
out of the twenty-four.

When I said, in referring to last Sunday night, that after 
dinner I went to bed, I forgot the talk that I made to the American 
boys at the American Army and Navy Y.M.C.A. at 31 Ave. 
Montaigne.20 It was a fine little crowd to talk to. I had a good time, 
& hope I may have been useful. The Y.M.C.A. has splendid quarters 
some people think almost too splendid. 

Last Wednesday night we passed through an air raid. Since 
it is ancient history now, and has no doubt been reported in the 
American papers, there is I suppose no harm in my telling you 
where I was when it occurred.

20. This is less than half-a-mile, as the crow flies, from Machen’s hotel.
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I was just returning from the theatre on Wednesday evening. 
When I got out of the métro I noticed a good deal of confusion on 
the avenue, but paid little attention to the matter till a little later, 
when I discovered that the confusion was due to the running of 
fire apparatus through the principal streets with their sirens that 
act as a danger signal. For an hour or so I stayed out in the streets 
and “rubbered.”21 There were the moving lights of French airplanes 
here and there, also little flashes which I suppose indicated aerial 
battles with German airplanes. One brilliantly lighted plane passed 
directly over our heads, and very near. This was about all that we 
saw. As to what we heard, that might have seemed to untrained ears 
to be anything. I thought it probably came for the most part from 
anti-aircraft guns. Finally there were two explosions louder than the 
others, after which most of the people near me, including myself, 
went indoors. After a time I went to bed, before the signal was given 
announcing the conclusion of the raid. Somehow, I did not feel 
enormously excited most of the time. But really I had no idea of the 
seriousness of it. When I heard after wards that nearly fifty people 
had been killed and many others wounded I was quite astonished. 
The whole thing, though it lasted with intervals perhaps nearly 
two hours, passed off so very quietly. The next day I observed the 
damage here and there in the city. It was all most interesting and of 
course most distressing. The crowd took it in a very matter-of-fact 
way. An occasional mild “Cochons!” was all that I heard.22 But you 
just ought to have seen the crowd at one place on Sunday viewing 
the ruins. It was really a show in itself.

Next time I shall not, I think, promenade about the streets. 
The truth is that this time not only did my natural curiosity get 
the better of me, but also I did not realize how much protection it 
is to stay in the house. I had a sort of notion that a safe a place as 
any would be in open spaces where houses cannot fall on you. This 
is about as silly an idea as can be imagined. Not only the papers, 
but also a personal examination of the way the fragments scatter, 
convinced me of the fact. Stay in the house and keep away from the 
windows, and the risk is very slight. Of course, if a bomb strikes the 

21. The term one might use today would be “rubber-necked.”
22. A French epithet meaning “dirty pigs,” “swine,” or “beasts,” referring to the Germans.
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very house where you are, you may get hurt, but you are protected 
from flying fragments. Also cellars & métro stations, I believe, are 
to be utilized.

The astounding thing about Paris just now is the normality 
of life. Those who think that France is at the end of her strength 
have another guess coming. The vast machinery of life in this city 
is going on without interruption. In many respects we in America 
have been much more disorganized on account of the war. Of 
course I am not speaking about the spiritual side of the thing. 
The sacrifices have been tremendous. But that does not prevent a 
marvelous efficiency in the conduct of life. 

Good-bye for the present, and nobody knows how much love to all—
your loving son,
J. Gresham Machen23

F

February 10, 1918

My dearest Mother:

My last letter was written in the exuberance of my first 
experience of life in a French environment. That exuberance has 
now run its course, and I have come to the sobering conclusion 
that my efforts at learning the French language are utterly footless. 
Until Friday evening inclusive, I kept up the arrangement by which 
I slept here and took my lunch and dinner with Mme. Lalot, near 
the Luxembourg.24 Since there was some chance of getting away on 
Saturday and since in the midst of the preparations for departure it 
would have been highly inconvenient to try to live in two places at 
once, I bade farewell to Mme. Lalot. The farewell was attended with 
somewhat less regret than you might have supposed from my last 

23. The last three lines of Machen’s letter were forced into a small space as he concluded 
his thoughts.

24. The “Luxembourg,” refers to the Palais du Luxembourg (Palace of Luxembourg) and 
its large gardens.
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letter. Mme. Lalot is a very good lady, but her intellectual interests 
are not extensive and a tête-à-tête with her day after day proved 
at times to be somewhat wearisome.25 Fortunately, the American 
fellow of whom I wrote did not put in an appearance as early as I 
had expected, so that I was not hampered in my efforts at learning 
French.

You may think that the servant problem is bad in America. 
Well, so it is bad in America, but you just ought to see the pitiful 
tyranny under which Mme. Lalot is groaning. Her “Marie” is 
afflicted with moods. One day she is “charmante,” and the next day 
she is horrid.26 She was particularly horrid during the latter portion 
of my stay. It seems that Mme. Lalot has occasionally taken her to 
the Cirque or to the movies, and that she became horribly jealous at 
the frequency with which Mme. Lalot went with me to the theatre. 
The last time we went (to a matinée at the Odéon) we had to walk 
around the block in order to conceal our destination from Marie 
who was thought to be watching from the window!

On Tuesday afternoon, I accompanied Mme. Lalot on one of 
her visits to a hospital where she takes delicacies to the wounded 
soldiers. At the hospital that we visited, many of the men were 
convalescent, so that not a very great many stayed in the wards on a 
beautiful afternoon. However, the hospital is an immense place; the 
number of men that we saw was small proportionately rather than 
absolutely. In one of the wards a big negro (it seems queer to hear 
them talking French) was trying his wooden leg for the first time. 
He (and everybody else) seemed to regard it as great fun. After 
leaving the hospital we visited a poor family, and then went home to 
dinner.

During my two weeks in Paris I have taken a perfect debauch 
of going to the theatre. I shall not attempt to give you a catalogue of 
all the plays that I have seen. During last week I took Mme. Lalot a 
good many times. Once I had to go with her to the “Cirque,” where 
there was an acrobatic exhibition which bored me stiff. She had 
complementary tickets. Taking her to the theatre was a tiresome 
business, since the performances finish just about in time to get 

25. A “tête-à-tête” is a chat or casual conversation.
26. The word “charmante” means charming.
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people home before the métro service is stopped. After leaving her 
at her house, I had to run for it to get my way back here. But I had 
to walk only once.

Among the notable plays that I have seen were “Marion de 
Lorme” of Victor Hugo at the Odéon, and also at the same theatre a 
play of George Sand, “Le Marriage de Victoriae” and a little play of 
de Musset. The matinée where these two were given was preceded 
by a conférence.27 At the “Antoine” I saw a poetic and patriotic play 
which is having a great success. It is called “Les butors et la Finette”. 
“La Finette,” the princess, represents France. “Les butors” are rough 
people, thought to be hopeless for their frivolity, who rally round la 
Finette at the out break of war. It is an elaborate performance, and 
in parts seemed to be quite fine. I already mentioned “Tartuffe” 
in my last letter. Last night at the Française I saw a modern play by 
Bernstein called “L’Elévation,” which represents the elevation of 

27. A “conférence” is a lecture.

Behind the three soldiers and horses is a YMCA Foyer du Soldat similar to those Dr. 
Machen operated while at St. Mard and Missy-sur-Aisne.
Photo courtesy of Kautz Family Collection, University of Minnesota
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a man’s character at the devotion called out by the war. I did not 
think the “elevation” was quite as high as it might have been. Most 
of the plays that I have seen—indeed practically all—have accorded 
with the standards of taste which we are accustomed on our English 
speaking stage. Indeed they are superior morally to many of our 
plays.

Yesterday afternoon I attended a great patriotic celebration 
in the large auditorium of the Sorbonne.28 The President of the 
Republic was there and other notables. There were many speeches, 
and finally a scene from “Les butors et la Finette.” Unfortunately, I 
did not arrive early enough and had to stand up very far from the 
speakers. I did not understand many of the speeches very well. But 
the occasion was interesting. 

Yesterday I met an Abbé who was at the office of the Franco-
American work looking for somebody with intellectual interests who 
would exchange French & English conversation with him.29 When he 
discovered that I did not want to bother with the English, he took it 
very good-naturedly, and spent a good part of the afternoon (rather 
middle of the day) with me talking about theology & other subjects. 
I felt rather mean about it, but my companion seemed to be willing.

My final “permission” to go is expected daily, but if it comes 
to-morrow I cannot get away before Tuesday. Of course, I have 
enjoyed my stay in Paris. It has not been my fault that I have had 
to wait, and all my theatrical entertainment has been one way 
of learning French. There have been no more airplane raids. It 
is simply astounding how normal the life of the city is. Here we 
are only a hundred miles or less from the enemy’s lines, and yet 
everything is going on almost as smoothly as in time of peace. 
Theatres are open all the week; food is plentiful, though with some 
restrictions (I should enjoy a Washington pie).30

I find the U. S. uniform most horribly inconvenient. One of 
the regulations is that all buttons must be kept buttoned. Well, 
when I get into my overcoat I feel as though it were a worrisome 
job to get all those buttons and hooks unfastened, so as to get 

28. The “Sorbonne” is the University of Paris.
29. An “Abbé” is an abbot, which is the superior of a monastery.
30. Is this a cherry pie?
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at the pockets of my inside coat or “blouse.” Each pocket has its 
button which must be fastened and unfastened every time. And the 
pockets seem very inconvenient to the untrained civilian. Leather 
leggings, further more, are an awful nuisance.

For the first time in my life almost I have been oppressively 
warm in winter. I am warmly dressed, and nearly roasted half the 
time. The weather every day without exception has been warm, the 
temperature day after day, being almost uniform. The winter will 
be almost over before I get to camp. I wish I had not loaded myself 
down with such elaborate preparation for cold weather.

No news from home as yet. None can be expected, probably, 
for another week. In the midst of all delays in mail, I hope that you 
for your part will always bear in mind the fundamental fact that no 
news is good news.

You don’t know how much love goes with this letter to you and 
all the folks at home.

Your loving son,
J. Gresham Machen
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